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Background
Interprofessional education (IPE) can be considered as one of the key factors for the development of positive
attitudes for interprofessional collaboration (IPC) in health care. Although the literature highlights the potential
of IPE for the development of attitudes to IPC, there is still little evidence on the real impact of this type of
pedagogical approach.
This study explores the effectiveness of IPE among Bachelor students in nursing, occupational therapy and
physiotherapy who have followed an educational path that integrates IPE at the University of Applied Sciences
and Arts of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI) .

Results

Methods

 In the quantitative study a total of 324
questionnaires were collected. In the
qualitative study, 51 interviews were
done with 3rd yrs students (15); alumni
after 1 yr (9); alumni after 2 yrs (14);
health professionals working with SUPSI
alumni (13) .

A three-step mixed research plan was adopted.
1. A quantitative study to measure attitudes to IPC in
four different populations: 1st yr, 3rd yrs students;
alumni after 1 and 2 yrs of employment. The
Attitudes towards Health Care Teams scale
(ATHCT) (Curran et al., 2008) was administered
after translation and cultural adaptation (face
validity).

Characteristics of the quantitative sample

 Through the statistical and thematic
analysis of the data and their integration,
it was possible to explore the impact of
IPE on IPC attitudes, the persistence of
its effects over time, the learning process
that it generates and the change of
competences once the person is inserted
in the world of work.

2. A qualitative study to explore the students'
experience of IPE and how this learning process
changes once people have entered the world of work
with in-depth interviews.
3. Analysis and integration of quantitative and
qualitative data (triangulation process).
The Attitudes towards Health Care
Teams scale (ATHCT)

Since 2006, the curricula in nursing, occupational therapy and
physiotherapy at SUPSI promote IPE within a structured,
continuous and progressive path, which takes place over 6
semesters and allocates 52 ECTS, out of a total of 180, to courses
which are common to the three curricula.
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The path of SUPSI students in relation to the IPC:
From individual learning to organizational learning

In all groups the attitudes towards interprofessionality are
very positive.
Although minor, there are significant differences in average
scores between first and third year students, for all
dimensions of interprofessionality, as well as between
professionals with 1 and 2 years' experience.

Qualitative data help to explain quantitative data
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• IPE allows students to familiarize themselves with IPC through the acquisition of a
wealth of knowledge, skills, basic attitudes and the ability to reflexively and critically
process their professional experiences.
•The decline of attitudes to IPC in Alumni +1 Yr (quantitative data) can be explained
by an "incubation" phenomenon: if on the one hand, they realize that the acquired
knowledge must be tested and transferred to the workplace, on the other hand, their
attention towards IPC tends to temporarily suspend to allow them to concentrate their
energies in building their professional role.
•The increase of attitudes to IPC in Alumni +2 Yr (quantitative data) can be explained
by a lower concern about building their professional role and their renewed ability to
ensure an active commitment to implement and develop IPC.

Conclusions
IPE has a relevant impact on student attitudes towards IPC with significant differences between first and third year students.
The effects of IPE persist two years after the end of the training. However, they do not follow a continuous and stable line due to a phenomenon of incubation related to the efforts
of recent graduates to adapt to the new work contexts.
The commitment of the teachers is a crucial factor of motivation and reinforcement of the learning process.
IPC, as it has been learned, is a wealth of knowledge, attitudes, and modes of action that naturally change over time depending on the professional context with which people come
into contact.
During training, students must be helped to consider identity building as a dynamic process that takes place in a continuous relationship with their belonging group but also with
colleagues from other disciplines.

